
 

The 52 to 1 Deck Red (Gimmicks and Online Instructions)
by Wayne Fox and David Penn - Trick

The 52 to 1 Deck has been hailed by leading performers, creators, and scholars
in the magic community as the cleanest thought-of card routine EVER!

At Magic Live 2017, the word was out! It was all people were talking about, from
those who got to see this miracle for themselves. Leading mentalists such as
Ran Pink, Chris Funk, and Bobby Motta could not believe what they were seeing!

Many effects are possible with the custom-made 52 to 1 Deck including:

You spread the deck clearly, showing that every card is completely
different. A spectator thinks of a card. They never tell you their card and
yet they cut the deck themselves, right at their chosen card!
After showing that the cards are clearly all different, two spectators are
invited to each think of a card. Without them ever telling you their cards,
you simply remove two cards from the deck and place them on their
outstretched palms. You nail their selections every single time!
In a cabaret or stage routine, spectators are invited to look at multiple
cards in a ribbon spread. Even though all the cards are completely
different, every single one of the thought-of cards is identified by the
performer. No elastic bands! No restrictive handling. This is a version of
the tossed-out deck that you will use!
Use The 52 to 1 Deck to prove that you can memorize a deck of cards
within seconds! After someone names a card, you will instantly be able to
tell them the exact position in the deck and dead cut to it perfectly. This is
also instantly repeatable.

We are proud to say that this custom-made deck has been printed on Bicycle
Stock with Rider Backs! (We don't know how we managed that either!)

This is what leading professional performers are saying about The 52 to 1 Deck:

"That is F@$%&ing amazing!"
- Criss Angel 

"One of my favorite effects to perform. The reactions are insane!"
- DYNAMO
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"If you are looking for a miracle that fits in your pocket, this is it!"
- Will Tsai

"This fooled me three times in a row. Please don't buy this. I want them all to
myself."
- Bobby Motta

"The cleanest 'Thought of Card' routine I have ever seen!"
- Mark Chandaue

"So Direct and incredibly powerful!"
- Nicholas Einhorn

"I hate card tricks... but not any more. I now have one that I will carry with me.
BRAVO BOYS! You fooled me and converted me in one cut of the deck!!"
- Gerry McCambridge

"Simple to perform and guaranteed to get you a great reaction."
- Laura London

"You've created a monster."
- BGT Winner Richard Jones

"The fact that I can perform a totally hands off version of the tossed-out deck
really excites me. Awesome!"
- Chris Funk

"One of the best card effects I have EVER seen! Man, this is good!"
- Adam Wilber 

"Wow! This is very smart thinking!"
- Joe Monti

"The best effect I saw at Magic Live!"
- Alex Pandrea

"Wow. What? I was completely fooled by 52 to 1. It made my jaw drop!"
- Ran Pink
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"The cleanest think a card routine I have EVER seen! That is sensational!"
- Steve Valentine

"This is a killer thought-of card routine. So simple and so direct!"
- Oz Pearlman

"52 to 1! It should 52 shades of brilliant!"
- Wayne Dobson

"It was fun watching every magician's jaw drop, including my own."
- Diamond Jim Tyler

"This is smart. Really smart. A fooler that anyone can perform straight out of the
box! I've had it for a week and it's already becoming a 'go-to" for me."
- Jonathan Levitt

"52 to 1 is KILLER! Thank you for this banger of a trick, It's now permanently in
my pocket at my gigs!!"
- Brandon David

"This is absolutely wonderful!"
- Justin Flom 
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